Streamline productivity and collaboration by bringing teams together virtually with video-first connectivity from Webex Meetings with AT&T.

More workers use cloud-based collaboration tools than ever before…

...Enhancing productivity and savings for employees—and employers.

Control costs and increase productivity with AT&T's cloud-based collaboration tools.

Cases:

Case study #1: A law firm located in a sparsely-populated rural region needed to liaise with clients, municipal personnel, and county officials roadways during inclement weather.

Solution: AT&T to conduct video conferences when road travel was difficult or impossible.

Problem: The firm chose Webex Meetings with AT&T to promote business continuity and support business continuity for on-premises infrastructure.

Case study #2: A multi-national technology firm needed to coordinate communication between a group of highly-trained and geographically-dispersed specialists.

Solution: They implemented AT&T Business to bring teams together and spontaneous brainstorming.

Problem: A shared space for project resources and spontaneous interactivity.

Webex Meetings with AT&T comes with:

• Works with room audio and video displays or mobile devices for spontaneous interactions virtually any device for natural, spontaneous interactivity.
• Provides a consistent user experience across teams and customers to add functionality when and where you need it.
• Offers full-screen video from virtual reality features of powerful video conferencing to spur innovation and collaboration.
• Integrates with other cloud-based collaboration tools like Microsoft Teams, Slack, Office 365, and Google Workspace.
• Augments meetings with additional benefits from AT&T Business.
• Sends group messages for instant feedback and rapid problem solving.
• Provides a shared space for project resources and spontaneous interactivity.
• Develops transformative business models for office work to non-traditional models for business in the future. To learn more, visit www.att.com/business.

Webex Meetings with AT&T gives your employees a feature-rich, more cost-effective, better integrated video-first conference room in the cloud.

Make workstream collaboration easier, more effective and better integrated with key systems and resources. Help your employees make the right decisions for business today in consideration of where you want to take your business.

We’re here for you.